Spotted Gum 1 Strip

Manufactured with the world famous
Uniclic® Installation System

ReadyFlor

®

No ordinary floor
ReadyFlor® is Australia’s best selling pre-finished timber floor.
Simply stunning in appearance and made from some of the
world’s finest hardwoods, using environmentally friendly
resources, ReadyFlor® offers excellent resistance to day-to-day
wear and tear and is easy to maintain.
Manufactured by methods considered to be the best in the
world, using the famous Uniclic® installation system, ReadyFlor®
carries a Lifetime Structural Warranty.
Choice of Installation. Floating ReadyFlor® over an approved
underlay is the quickest and easiest method of installation,
however, ReadyFlor® can also be glued directly to the sub-floor.

Environmentally friendly
Material sustainability is a crucial part of our manufacturing
equation. That’s why the hardwoods we select are as
environmentally friendly and sustainable as possible.
In addition, the core of each and every ReadyFlor® board
is made using plantation hardwood, known as rubberwood
(hevea brasiliensis). After the rubber tree has finished its
productive life, instead of burning it, we use this very
stable hardwood as the structural core of every board
in the ReadyFlor® range.

Blackbutt 2 Strip
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ReadyFlor® construction

Our Warranties

ReadyFlor® comprises three layers of timber permanently fused

Timber is a living product. If not properly

together. This is done using high quality heat-cure adhesive
technology. Each layer is fused in opposing grain directions
for optimum strength and extraordinary dimensional stability.
The top layer is a sawn solid hardwood and is coated with six

manufactured, prepared, treated or installed,
timber flooring can warp, twist or delaminate and
generally behave in a manner quite contrary to
your expectations. Our manufacturing methods
are regarded as among the finest in the world.
That’s why all Readyflor® is sold with a
Lifetime Structural Warranty and a

coats of scratch-resistant UV lacquer for maximum durability.

25 Year Residential Wear Warranty.

This layer can be re-coated and re-sanded like conventional

It’s your assurance of a naturally
beautiful floor for many, many years.

solid floorboards.
Readyflor’s Lifetime Structural

The bottom layer of the floor, made from plantation timbers,
stabilises the overall construction and provides a durable and
workable surface to ensure trouble-free installation.

Warranty covers warping, twisting
and delamination of any board in your
floor as a result of manufacturing fault.
With the superior S.R.T. Nano Coating,
Readyflor® is sold with a 25 Year Residential

Unlike most floors of this type, our core is made from solid

Wear Warranty covering wear through of the

hardwood – the environmentally friendly Rubberwood –

finished surface to raw timber.

giving the floor greater dimensional stability.

Of course, both warranties offered are
conditional on your floor being installed and

Every ReadyFlor board is pre-finished with six coats of

maintained in accordance with our instructions.

S.R.T. Nano lacquer. ReadyFlor® S.R.T. (Scratch Resistant

against all other faults associated with

Technology) provides each board with a wear-resistant finish,

manufacture. Full terms and conditions

®

ideal for use in both commercial and residential applications.

ReadyFlor® carries a twelve month warranty

of all warranties, installation and
maintenance instructions should be
viewed at www.premiumfloors.com.au or
requested from your local Readyflor® Retailer.
It’s only natural...
Remember that timber is a natural product so
gum veins, knots and other natural features
are often present, adding to the natural beauty
of your timber floor. Colour variation is also to
be expected and distinguishes your ReadyFlor®
as natural timber, not a manufactured imitation.
While ReadyFlor® is certainly resistant to day-today life in both residential or commercial
applications, ReadyFlor® is genuine timber
flooring therefore proper care and maintenance
is required to avoid unnecessary marking and
scratching.
It is essential to create a habitable and
timber friendly indoor environment
Timber floors should not be installed more
than two weeks prior to a new dwelling being
occupied and curtains, blinds and/or window
tinting being installed so that the floor will
experience normal ‘interior’ conditions.
Otherwise, extreme indoor conditions may lead
to cracking, cupping or other distortion of the
wood flooring. Such damage resulting from
extreme conditions is not covered by warranty.

Jarrah 2 Strip

ReadyFlor® with S.R.T.
(Scratch Resistant Technology)
ReadyFlor® is pre-finished using a remarkably tough
UV finish coating designed to cope with even the

1. Six coats of S.R.T. Nano lacquer

most demanding family and commercial environments.

2. Nominal 4mm hardwood top layer

ReadyFlor® S.R.T. with Nano Technology provides

3. Nominal 8mm hardwood core

superior protection against fine scratches that occur from

4. 2mm bottom layer

day-to-day foot traffic and unlike ceramic or aluminium
oxide finishes, can be re-coated easily using a large
array of approved Australian made coatings. Now for

It not only provides advanced protection against fine

the first time, S.R.T. incorporates an anti-microbial

scratching, it ensures your floor will continue to look

treatment. This treatment actively inhibits the growth

good and feel great. Of course, while ReadyFlor®

of bacteria and fungus, providing a more hygienic

S.R.T. is not ”scratch proof”, be assured that this

living environment all year round.

state-of-the-art coating will provide you with one
of the most scratch resistant pre-finished flooring

Manufactured to the highest standards in Europe,

surfaces anywhere in the world. We are so confident,

laboratory tests reveal that ReadyFlor® S.R.T. coating

we offer a 25 year wear warranty. See our website

shows a 30 fold improvement in the prevention of fine

for warranty conditions.

scratching over standard coatings.

superior finish

Compelling reasons to
choose ReadyFlor® Uniclic®
In 2003, ReadyFlor® adopted the Uniclic® glueless joining
system, the best joining system in the world. Uniclic® is a
world patented innovation that provides a remarkably quick
installation and stronger, neater joins between boards.
Uniclic® ensures that every board joins together beautifully
leaving no unsightly gaps after installation. Uniclic® has
hidden strength. This unique system ensures that the planks
click together to form a solid, lasting connection every time.
Uniclic® also allows for simple replacement of planks,
often avoiding the need for messy re-sanding and finishing.

These qualities make Uniclic® the world’s
number one click installation system.
Uniclic® is especially great for DIY.
An Installation Kit and DVD are available.
Kempas 2 Strip

installation

options

ReadyFlor® with Premium
Quiet Step Combi-lay
It’s no secret that timber floors have often been considered
somewhat noisy underfoot. With the introduction of Premium
Quiet Step Combi-lay, we have significantly reduced this noise
and integrated a moisture barrier into the underlay itself.
We just weren’t satisfied that any old underlay was worthy
of our timber floor so we developed our own underlay and
called it Quiet Step Combi-lay.
Quiet Step Combi-lay is a high density, closed cell foam
blanket that provides a quieter and more solid sound and feel.
In fact, Quiet Step Combi-lay can reduce foot step noise by up
to 30%. Also, Quiet Step Combi-lay provides an advantage for
installations in high rise apartments and areas in which impact
isolation is important.

ReadyFlor® maintenance
The S.R.T Nano coating not only provides advanced protection
against fine scratching, it also offers excellent resistance to
scuffs and day-to-day wear and tear. However, there are steps
you can take to maintain the natural warmth and distinctive
texture of your floor.
Placing door mats at external entrances and felt floor
protectors under all furniture is recommended. Where
possible, use rubberised castors and wheels designed for
hard flooring and when necessary, remove small stones
and grit with a soft bristle broom or vacuum to help
prevent scratching. ReadyFlor® should also be protected
from excessive heat and sunlight. The use of steam mops
and stiletto heels should also be avoided. For regular
maintenance, use Premium Floors Timber Cleaning Kit.
(For full maintenance guidelines go to www.premiumfloors.com.au)
Tasmanian Oak 1 Strip

quiet,

low maintenance living

Finishing off...
A Prestige Profile for all applications

Prestige End Transition to other floorcoverings,
sliding doors and vertical surfaces

Prestige Border Post fit version of Prestige End
and used in similar instances

Prestige Universal Connector for surfaces of even height or

Prestige Ramp Large Ramp used where ReadyFlor®

small ramp for surfaces of uneven heights

meets much lower surfaces

Prestige Stair Where ReadyFlor® is installed on stairs

Prestige Scotia Used to cover perimeter expansion gaps

Here are some examples of the numerous wood and metal decors available

Beech

Cherry

Kempas

Merbau

North Box

Oak

Tas Oak

Bronze*

Champagne* Silver*

White †

* Not available in Scotia. † Scotia only

Board styles
3 strip
ReadyFlor® Uniclic® panel size: 1820 x 190 x 14 mm
†

May contain 2 shorter boards per pack

2 strip
ReadyFlor® Uniclic® panel size: 1820 x 186 x 14 mm
Style may vary

1 strip
featuring 2 to 4 shorter boards per pack
Australian Collection: 1820 x 134 x 14 mm
International and Designer Collection: 1820 x 145 x 14 mm

The Australian Collection

Spotted Gum
11*

1 Strip

Gloss
2 Strip

3 Strip

Blackbutt
9.1*

Gloss
1 Strip

2 Strip

3 Strip

Tasmanian Oak
Ave. 5.6*

1 Strip

Gloss
2 Strip

3 Strip

Jarrah
8.5*

Gloss
1 Strip

2 Strip

3 Strip

Colour variation and grading of timber
Colour images are an indication only, as wood colour varies, and wood flooring is not colour fast.
ReadyFlor® is graded according to Australian Standard AS2796.2 Moderate Feature and better.
The Australian Collection will feature a greater level of knots, insect trails, cracks and gum veins, in line
with the natural characteristics of Australian Eucalyptus hardwood. Species like Kempas, Blackbutt,
Red Ironwood and Spotted Gum are more prone to surface checking (fine cracks in the surface
of the floor) than other species.

Hardness Janka Rating*
The janka rating is a measure of the resistance of the wood to indentation. The higher the number,

Sydney Blue Gum

the harder the timber. All ReadyFlor® products feature a hardwood surface and core.

7.5*

1 Strip

2 Strip

Gloss
3 Strip

The International Collection

Kempas
Approx. 7.0*

Low Sheen
1 Strip

2 Strip

3 Strip

Merbau†
Approx. 8.6*

Low Sheen
1 Strip

2 Strip

3 Strip

American Oak†
6.0*

1 Strip

Low Sheen
2 Strip

3 Strip

Red Ironwood
Approx. 10.5*

The Designer Collection

Oak Wenge
Approx. 5.2*

1 Strip

Low Sheen
2 Strip

3 Strip

Smoked Oak
5.2*

1 Strip

Low Sheen
2 Strip

3 Strip

Oak Ashen
Approx. 5.2*

1 Strip

Low Sheen
2 Strip

3 Strip

As timber is a natural product, variation in colour and grain will occur. Timber flooring will change colour in response to natural light. Please note that samples
are indicative only. Depending on climate conditions slight surface cracks may occur as the timber absorbs or releases moisture. This is a natural transformation
of the timber during its life and is not considered a defect. During periods of high humidity some creaking or crackling noise may be experienced underfoot. This is
normal and will subside when conditions return to normal. Underlays that are thicker or softer than the Premium or Quiet Step underlays, will lead to excessive
movement and noise underfoot. As wood is a natural product, all specifications are subject to change without notice.

1 Strip

Gloss
2 Strip

3 Strip

Your local ReadyFlor® Retailer details

Your ReadyFlor® contact details
NSW 02 9982 3777 • VIC 03 9798 0808 • QLD 07 3273 3111
SA 08 8345 0455 • WA 08 9240 1966 • ACT 02 9982 3777
TAS 03 9798 0808 • NT 08 8345 0455 • NZ 09 476 0428
www.premiumfloors.com.au

